All glazes are hand applied by artisans. Variation is appreciated and expected.
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Picket - Medium Beveled in Malta color blend.
Miramar mosaic in Ocean quartz with Calacatta honed buttons.
Encore Ceramics is Vitreous Frost Resistant

4 x 8 field in Mirage matte.

Chevron Dimensional in Milk gloss.
All glazes are hand applied by artisans. Variation is appreciated and expected.
Glaze variation is a significant part of creating a gorgeous finished installation. Any or all of the range in a single glaze may be present in your order. Be sure to communicate the full range description before placing your order.

Range in light to dark from minimum to high.

Range in hue variation from minimum to high.
All glazes are hand applied by artisans. Variation is appreciated and expected.

**CRACKLE PALETTE (C)** A full spectrum of translucent hues.

- **Moonlight**
  - Min
  - Min

- **Cashmere**
  - High
  - Mod

- **Celery**
  - Mod
  - Mod

- **Lagoon**
  - Min
  - Mod

- **Stream**
  - High
  - High

- **Ink**
  - High
  - High

Browning deco field is shown in Denim crackle with 3x6 in Bali crackle.
Glaze variation is a significant part of creating a gorgeous finished installation. Any or all of the range in a single glaze may be present in your order. Be sure to communicate the full range description before placing your order.

Range in light to dark from minimum to high. Range in hue variation from minimum to high.
MATTE PALETTE (M)  

Sumptuous artisan washes.

Choose a high-range matte for soulful depth, or a low-range matte for a soothing minimalist statement.

Mirage  
High  High

Heron  
High  High

Iron  
 Mod  Mod

This glaze is available only on field sizes.

Terra  
High  High

Vintage  
High  High

Chianti  
High  High

All glazes are hand applied by artisans. Variation is appreciated and expected.
MATTE PALETTE (M) continued

Glaze variation is a significant part of creating a gorgeous finished installation. Any or all of the range in a single glaze may be present in your order. Be sure to communicate the full range description before placing your order.

- **Range in light to dark** from minimum to high.
- **Range in hue variation** from minimum to high.
JEWEL PALETTE (J) Gems that crackle and sparkle.

A feat of chemistry creates this signature look: we begin with a base glaze, and pour deep crackles into the pools of each design. The base stays visible at the edges and high points, while crackles sparkle in the cavities.

Tip: (1-4) Numbers after each glaze name indicate its jewel "family." Matching numbers can be used together for multi combinations.
Tip: (1-4) Numbers after each glaze name indicate its jewel “family.” Matching numbers can be used together for multi combinations.

Belvedere mosaic in Martini jewel with Seagrass basic.

Glaze variation is a significant part of creating a gorgeous finished installation.
Any or all of the range in a single glaze may be present in your order.
Be sure to communicate the full range description before placing your order.

Azul (3) Mod Min

Lapis (3) Mod Min

Saturn (4) High High

Range in light to dark from minimum to high.

Range in hue variation from minimum to high.
JEWEL PALETTE (J) Gems that crackle and sparkle.

Tip: (1-4) Numbers after each glaze name indicate its jewel "family." Matching numbers can be used together for multi combinations.
GO CUSTOM WITH MULTIPLE JEWEL COLORS ON A DESIGN.

1. Choose a glaze family (numbered here from 1 to 4).
2. Within that family, choose your own combination of jewels to apply to your design. Some designs can accommodate 2 jewels ($J^*$), some can even hold 3 ($J^{**}$).

**GROUP (1) BIANCA BASE GLAZE**
Anticipation deco field is shown in Gimlet and Glacier.

**GROUP (2) CAPRI BASE GLAZE**
Anticipation deco field is shown in Travertine and Mist.

**GROUP (3) SAHARA BASE GLAZE**
Anticipation deco field is shown in Menta and Crema.

**GROUP (4) CHIANTI BASE GLAZE**
Anticipation deco field is shown in Thatch and Garnet.
All glazes are hand applied by artisans. Variation is appreciated and expected.

**GLOSS PALETTE** (G) *Subtle shades that shine.*

- **Milk**
  - Min
  - Min

- **Brie**
  - Min
  - Min

- **Fresco**
  - High
  - High

Glaze variation is a significant part of creating a gorgeous finished installation. Any or all of the range in a single glaze may be present in your order. Be sure to communicate the full range description before placing your order.

---

Range in **light to dark** from minimum to high. 
Range in **hue variation** from minimum to high.
GLOSS PALETTE (G)
Subtle shades that shine.

Zephyr

Ash

Titanium

Ore

Quail

Partridge

Fig

Fossil
QUARTZ PALETTE (Q) Liquid crystal, captured.

A deep crackle with arresting movement, poured in the same style as our jewel palette.
QUARTZ PALETTE (Q) continued

A deep crackle with arresting movement, poured in the same style as our jewel palette.

Glaze variation is a significant part of creating a gorgeous finished installation. Any or all of the range in a single glaze may be present in your order. Be sure to communicate the full range description before placing your order.

Green
High
Glowing
Low

Olive
Mod
Mod

Range in light to dark from minimum to high.

Glaze variation from minimum to high.
All glazes are hand applied by artisans. Variation is appreciated and expected.

SHEER PALETTE (S) a just-right blend of delicate and dreamy.

Soft mattes with meandering crackles.

Hexagon 3.5 mosaic in Perth blend: Alabaster sheer, Platinum sheer, Pumice sheer, Earl Grey sheer and Cinder sheer.

Belvedere mosaic shown in Platinum sheer and Alabaster sheer.
SHEER PALETTE (S) a just-right blend of delicate and dreamy.

Soft mattes with meandering crackles.

Gardenia Min Min
Robin's egg Mod Mod
Hydrangea Mod Min
Alabaster Min Min
Platinum Min Mod
Dusk Mod Mod
Pumice Mod Mod
Earl Gray High Mod
Cinder High High

Glaze variation is a significant part of creating a gorgeous finished installation. Any or all of the range in a single glaze may be present in your order. Be sure to communicate the full range description before placing your order.

Range in light to dark from minimum to high.

Range in hue variation from minimum to high.
All glazes are hand applied by artisans. Variation is appreciated and expected.

Be sure to communicate the full range description before placing your order.
Arabesque mosaic is in Moonlight crackle and Negro basic.

STONE RANGES  The perfect element to blend with our palettes.

STONE RANGE CHARACTERISTICS
All natural stone products have an inherent variation in color, thickness, texture and shading. This may occur within a piece and from piece to piece. Samples and photos are only to be used as an indication of color and range. Stone is not sold separately, it is only available in ceramic & stone blends. We cannot guarantee a visual match for add-on orders, or in coordinating with your other vendors.
COLOR BLENDS  Choose from these pre-made palettes or customize any color blend.

BOTTICINO 101 Basic
Shown on Hexagon mosaic.
Bianca matte
Botticino basic
Brie gloss
Milk gloss

HELSEINKI
Shown on Cascade mosaic.
Windrift crackle
Eve matte
Salt quartz

LOVELAND
Shown on Mini Herringbone mosaic.
Bianca matte
Moonlight crackle
Brie gloss
Milk gloss

LIMESTONE 116 Basic
Bianca matte
Limestone basic
Milk gloss
Nimbus matte

SCARBOROUGH
Bianca matte
Brie gloss
Capri matte
Milk gloss

MADISON
Bianca matte
Brie gloss
Glacier jewel
Milk gloss

BILLINGS
Bianca matte
Brie gloss
Chic matte
Milk gloss

PROVO
Bianca matte
Brie gloss
Chic matte
Glacier jewel
Moonlight crackle

CARRARA 204 Basic
Shown on Chevron-Mixed mosaic.
Milk gloss
Ash gloss
Zephyr gloss
Carrara honed basic

CARRARA 205 Basic
Shown on Hexagon mosaic.
Alabaster sheer
Milk gloss
Ash gloss
Zephyr gloss
Carrara honed basic

CARRARA 203 Basic
Shown on Feather mosaic.
Carrara basic
Cirrus crackle
Fennel quartz
Shadow quartz
Sky crackle

CARRARA 201 Basic
Carrara basic
Milk gloss
Shadow quartz
Silver crackle

BISMARK
Bianca matte
Glacier jewel
Moonlight crackle
Silver crackle
Truffle crackle

ADA
Fennel quartz
Gimlet jewel
Moonlight crackle
Rosemary crackle

LIMESTONE III Basic
Bianca matte
Glacier jewel
Limestone basic
Shadow quartz
Silver crackle

CARRARA 203 Basic
Carrara basic
Cirrus crackle
Fennel quartz
Shadow quartz
Sky crackle

All glazes are hand applied by artisans. Variation is appreciated and expected.
COLOR BLENDS

Choose from these pre-made palettes or customize any color blend.

CALACATTA 910 Premium
Shown on Hexagon 3.5 mosaic.
Quail gloss
Milk gloss
Calacatta premium
Thassos premium

CALACATTA 912 Premium
Shown on Wave mosaic.
Quail gloss
Alabaster sheer
Platinum sheer
Milk gloss
Calacatta premium
Thassos premium

THASSOS 101 Premium
Bianca matte
Alabaster sheer
Gardenia sheer
Milk gloss
Thassos premium

THASSOS 102 Premium
Earl Grey sheer
Dusk sheer
Milk gloss
Cirrus crackle
Thassos premium

THASSOS 103 Premium
Robin’s Egg sheer
Hydrangea sheer
Milk gloss
Thassos premium

THASSOS 104 Premium
Milk gloss
Zephyr gloss
Ash gloss
Thassos premium

THASSOS 105 Premium
Milk gloss
Eve matte
Salt quartz
Thassos premium

MINSK
Shown on Surf mosaic.
Cirrus crackle
Eve matte
Pumice sheer
Earl Grey sheer
Cinder sheer

DAVOS
Shown on Picket-Medium mosaic.
Alabaster sheer
Eve matte
Earl Grey sheer
Cinder sheer

LIMESTONE III Basic
Shown on 1/2 x 6 Broken Joint mosaic.
Bianca matte
Glacier jewel
Limestone basic
Shadow quartz
Silver crackle

BOTTICINO 102 Basic
Bianca matte
Botticino basic
Milk gloss
Silver crackle

BALBOA Bianca matte
Celery crackle
Chic matte
Moonlight crackle
Rain quartz
Shadow quartz

OSWEGO Bianca matte
Chic matte
Glacier jewel
Shadow quartz
Silver crackle

ARCTIC Ice crackle
Silver crackle
Smoke crackle
Storm crackle

DELHI Azul jewel
Glacier jewel
Menta jewel
Mist jewel
COLOR BLENDS
Choose from these pre-made palettes or customize any color blend.

SEAGRASS 163 Basic
Shown on Wave mosaic.
Cameo crackle
Linen jewel
Martini jewel
Seagrass basic
Smoke crackle
Terra matte

CREMA MARFIL 135 Basic
Crema Marfil basic
Chic matte
Travertine/Papyrus jewel
Truffle crackle

CALACATTA 905 Premium
Beach crackle
Calacatta premium
Linen jewel
Martini jewel
Milk gloss
Silver crackle
Smoke crackle

CALACATTA 902 Premium
Calacatta premium
Glacier jewel
Martini jewel
Milk gloss
Mint crackle

BOTTICINO 104 Basic
Bianca matte
Botticino basic
Martini jewel
Milk gloss
Smoke crackle

SEAGRASS 164 Basic
Shown on Pointed Oval mosaic.
Cameo crackle
Chic matte
Seagrass basic

CALACATTA 906 Premium
Balsamic quartz
Calacatta premium
Martini jewel
Seagrass basic
Smoke crackle

SEAGRASS 164 Basic
Shown on Feather mosaic.
Linen jewel
Martini jewel
Smoke crackle
Rosemary crackle

MARRAKESH Shown on Picket-Medium mosaic.
Chianti matte
Vintage matte
Chic matte

MOMBASA Shown on Wave mosaic.
Smoke crackle
Bianca matte
Botticino basic
Martini jewel

BOZEMAN Shown on Picket-Small mosaic.
Geode quartz
Neptune quartz
Celery crackle
Cashmere crackle
Cirrus crackle
Windrift crackle

SEAGRASS 166 Basic
Shown on Feather mosaic.
Gimlet jewel
Linen jewel
Smoke crackle

CREMA MARFIL 135 Basic
Crema Marfil basic
Chic matte
Travertine/Papyrus jewel
Truffle crackle

CALACATTA 902 Premium
Calacatta premium
Glacier jewel
Martini jewel
Milk gloss
Mint crackle

MARRAKESH Shown on Picket-Medium mosaic.
Chianti matte
Vintage matte
Chic matte

MOMBASA Shown on Wave mosaic.
Smoke crackle
Bianca matte
Botticino basic
Martini jewel

BOZEMAN Shown on Picket-Small mosaic.
Geode quartz
Neptune quartz
Celery crackle
Cashmere crackle
Cirrus crackle
Windrift crackle

SEAGRASS 164 Basic
Shown on Pointed Oval mosaic.
Cameo crackle
Chic matte
Seagrass basic

CALACATTA 906 Premium
Balsamic quartz
Calacatta premium
Martini jewel
Seagrass basic
Smoke crackle

SEAGRASS 164 Basic
Shown on Feather mosaic.
Linen jewel
Martini jewel
Smoke crackle
Rosemary crackle

ROWEN Balsamic quartz
Cameo crackle
Chic matte
Martini jewel
Smoke crackle

NEGRO 191 Basic
Glacier jewel
Milk gloss
Negro basic
Shadow quartz
Silver crackle

NEGRO 192 Basic
Cameo crackle
Luna jewel
Martini jewel
Negro basic
Smoke crackle

All glazes are hand applied by artisans. Variation is appreciated and expected.
POOL & SPA COLOR BLENDS

Choose from these pre-made palettes or customize any color blend.

HAIKU
- Azul jewel
- Denim crackle
- Imagine precocious
- Moonlight crackle
- Bali crackle

ARTA
- Neptune quartz
- Ocean quartz
- Peacock quartz
- Rain quartz

HILO
- Blues precocious
- Cashmere crackle
- Gorgeous precocious
- Indigo crackle
- Ink crackle
- Ocean quartz
- Stream crackle

MONTAUK
- Blues precocious
- Indigo crackle
- Midnight crackle

KONA
- Indigo crackle
- Midnight crackle
- Ocean quartz
- Peacock quartz
GRADIENT BLENDS  Set to stun.

When over-the-top is just right, create an unforgettable gradient blend. We’ll help, and we’ll even custom pre-set it for you, for easy installation. Contact us for more details.

Available in Pointed Oval, 1x1, Wave, Feather & Purl mosaics. Choose from one of our 3 specialty color blends shown, or create your own blend of up to 12 colors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1x1 MOSAIC GRADIENT</th>
<th>POINTED OVAL GRADIENT</th>
<th>WAVE GRADIENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Storm gradient blend</td>
<td>Mirage gradient blend</td>
<td>Peacock gradient blend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Milk gloss</td>
<td>1. Thassos premium</td>
<td>1. Gorgeous precocious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Calacatta premium</td>
<td>2. Calacatta premium</td>
<td>2. Imagine precocious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Pumice sheer</td>
<td>5. Fennel quartz</td>
<td>5. Lagoon crackle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Storm crackle</td>
<td>7. Cashmere crackle</td>
<td>7. Lapis jewel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8. Mirage matte</td>
<td>8. Indigo crackle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9. Midnight crackle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10. Ink crackle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11. Peacock quartz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12. Cobalt crackle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Photo: Wave Gradient shown as Pond gradient blend in this order: Glacier, Luna, Peridot, Morning, Eucalyptus, Waterfall, Meadow, Pond, Emerald, Blues, Balsamic, Ink.
GRADIENT BLENDS

Set to stun.

1x1 MOSAIC GRADIENT
Shown in Storm gradient blend.

POINTEO OVAL GRADIENT
Shown in Mirage gradient blend.

WAVE GRADIENT
Shown in Peacock gradient blend.
ENCORE QUICK SHIP  Design essentials at lower prices and faster lead times.

Encore Quick Ship lead times are 8-10 calendar days for up to 100 sq ft. For larger orders please call for accurate lead times.

**North mosaic**
Milk gloss, Ash gloss, Zephyr gloss and Carrara honed stone on a Wave pattern.

**East mosaic**
Milk gloss, Alabaster sheer, Thassos honed stone and Calacatta honed stone on a Wave pattern.

**South mosaic**
Eve matte, Alabaster sheer, Platinum sheer on a Pointed Oval pattern.

**West mosaic**
Calacatta honed, Silver crackle, Cirrus crackle, Quail gloss, Partridge gloss on a Pointed Oval pattern.
ENCORE QUICK SHIP  *Design essentials at lower prices and faster lead times.*

Seven lovely neutrals from four glaze palettes are available on our most popular field sizes and a collection of classic moldings and liners. Wave and Pointed Oval mosaics come in elegant blends of marble and ceramic.
Quick Ship Field Sizes & Colors

Encore Quick Ship lead times are 8-10 calendar days for up to 100 sq ft. For larger orders please call for accurate lead times.

All glazes are hand applied by artisans. Variation is appreciated and expected.

Glaze variation is a significant part of creating a gorgeous finished installation. Any or all of the range in a single glaze may be present in your order. Be sure to communicate the full range description before placing your order.

- Eve matte: Min Mod
- Bianca matte: Min Mod
- Alabaster sheer: Min Min
- Milk gloss: Min Min
- Ash gloss: Min Mod
- Quail gloss: Min Mod
- Silver crackle: Mod High

Range in light to dark from minimum to high.

Range in hue variation from minimum to high.
Encore Ceramics is Vitreous Frost Resistant

Lead times are 8-10 calendar days for up to 100 sq ft. For larger orders please call for accurate lead times.

2x6 field in Silver crackle.

2x6 field placed in a herringbone pattern shown in Milk gloss.
STANDARD FIELD

1 x 1 jewel in Rain quartz.

1 x 1 flat in Storm crackle.

1 x 1 dimensional in Brie gloss.

2 x 2 jewel in Ocean quartz.

2 x 2 flat in Blues precocious.

2 x 2 dimensional in Capri matte.

3 x 3 jewel in Balsamic quartz.

3 x 3 flat in Chianti matte.

3 x 3 dimensional in Platinum sheer.

4 x 4 jewel in Emerald quartz.

4 x 4 flat in Dream precocious.

6 x 6 flat in Ecru crackle.

All glazes are hand applied by artisans. Variation is appreciated and expected.
STANDARD FIELD

2 x 4 flat in Storm crackle.

2 x 6 jewe in Neptune quartz.

2 x 6 in Chianti matte.

2 x 4 jewel in Peacock quartz.

2 x 8 flat in Mirage matte.

2 x 6 dimensional in Milk gloss.

3 x 6 flat in Blues precocious.

2 x 6 in Chianti matte.

3 x 8 flat in Ink crackle.

4 x 10 flat in Unforgettable matte.

6 x 6 flat, 1 x 3 Basketweave mosaic, Surprise molding, Mini Herringbone dimensional, and 2 x 6 bullnose are shown in Silver crackle.

Rhombus flat in Imagine precocious.
All glazes are hand applied by artisans. Variation is appreciated and expected.
MOSAICS

Chevron Dimensional-Smooth mosaic in Milk gloss.

Chevron Dimensional, Pointed mosaic in Chic matte.

Tide mosaic in Bianca matte, Crema Marfil basic and Beach crackle.

Wave mosaic in Martini jewel.

1 x 3 Basket weave with dimensional 1 x 3 added in Capri matte and Crema jewel.

Plumage mosaic in Truffle crackle. Crema Marfil basic, Brie gloss and Travertine jewel.

Picket-Medium flat in Marrakesh blend: Chianti matte, Chic matte and Vintage matte.
All glazes are hand applied by artisans. Variation is appreciated and expected.
MOSAICS

Plumage mosaic in Milk gloss, Stratus matte, Calacatta premium.

Belvedere mosaic in Gimlet jewel with dimensional ribbons in Bianca matte.

Surf mosaic in Squall blend: Cirrus crackle, Eve matte, Pumice sheer, Earl Grey sheer, Cinder sheer.

Juno mosaic in Milk gloss, Calacatta premium, Rosemary crackle, Gimlet jewel.

Miramar dimensional mosaic in Milk gloss with buttons in Carrara basic.

Hexagon 3.5” mosaic in Perth blend: Alabaster sheer, Platinum sheer, Pumice sheer, Earl Grey sheer, Cinder sheer.
All glazes are hand applied by artisans. Variation is appreciated and expected.
MOSAICS

Juno mosaic in Rain quartz, Cashmere crackle, Stream crackle.

Chevron - Mixed mosaic in Carrara 204 blend: Ash gloss, Milk gloss, Carrara basic, Zephyr gloss.

Chevron - Large Staggered mosaic in Heron matte.

Arabesque mosaic in Midnight crackle, Ocean quartz.

Miramar mosaic in Ocean quartz.

Surf mosaic in Ocean quartz, Cirrus crackle, Eve matte and Calacatta premium.
MOSAIC BORDERS  Your favorite fields, available in borders.

Arabesque Small Part 2 mosaic border is shown in Chocolate crackle and Chic matte.

Arabesque Small Part 2 border and 3x6 field in Mirage matte.

Wave border in Blues precocious, Ocean quartz and Mist jewel. 3x8 field in Stream crackle.

Arabesque Large border in Ocean quartz. 2x8 field in Blues precocious.

Feather border in Rain quartz, Glacier jewel, and Stream crackle. 3x8 field in Stream crackle.

Tide border in Slate crackle and Rain quartz. 3x6 field in Slate crackle.

Arabesque Small part 1 border in Peacock quartz and Ink crackle. 3x8 field in Ink crackle.

All glazes are hand applied by artisans. Variation is appreciated and expected.
**MOSAIC BORDERS**  
*Your favorite fields, available in borders.*

- **Circles - Mixed border in Newcastle blend:** Cashmere crackle, Chic matte, Ocean quartz, Stream crackle, Rain quartz. 2x6 field in Bianca matte.
- **Plumage border in Ocean quartz and Lagoon crackle:** 3x8 in Bianca matte.
- **Circles - Mini border in Rain quartz, Rosemary crackle, Cashmere crackle and Bianca matte:** 2x6 field in Bianca matte.
- **Knitted Tide border in Milk gloss and Carrara basic:** 3x8 field in Milk gloss.
- **Ripple border in Quail gloss, Alabaster sheer, Milk gloss and Calacatta premium:** 3x8 field in Milk gloss.
- **Pointed Oval border in Shadow quartz, Windrift crackle, Milk gloss and Calacatta premium:** 3x8 field in Milk gloss.
- **Versailles border in Cirrus crackle, Stratus matte and Nimbus matte:** 3x8 in Nimbus matte.
- **Purl border in Gimlet jewel with added dimensional ribbons in Brie gloss:** 3x8 field in Brie gloss.
MOLDINGS
The finishing lines to frame your design.

Shown in Capri.

POSITANO
1 1/2 x 6 3/8
(G, M, C, P, J, Q, S)

ESSENCE
2 x 6 3/8
(G, M, C, P, S)

ESSENCE ARCHED OUT
6 1/8" Outside Width
5 5/8" Inside Width
20" to 23 1/4" Outside Radius
18" to 21" Inside Radius
(G, M, C, P, S)

ESSENCE ARCHED IN
6 1/8" Outside Width
5 5/8" Inside Width
20" to 23 1/4" Outside Radius
18" to 21" Inside Radius
(G, M, C, P, S)

CHARISMA
2 1/4 x 6 3/8
(G, M, C, P, S)

CHARISMA ARCHED OUT
6 1/8" Outside Width
5 1/2" Inside Width
20 1/4" to 23 1/2" Outside Radius
18" to 21" Inside Radius
(G, M, C, P, S)

SURPRISE
3/4 x 6 3/8
(G, M, C, P, J, S)

LANDON
1 x 8 5/8
(G, M, C, P, J, S)

ECSTASY
3 1/8 x 8 3/8
(G, M, C, P, J, Q, S)

ECSTASY ARCHED OUT
8 1/4" Outside Width
7 1/8" Inside Width
29" to 32" Outside Radius
26" to 29" Inside Radius
(G, M, C, P, J, S)

ECSTASY ARCHED IN
6 1/8" Outside Width
5 5/8" Inside Width
20" to 23 1/4" Outside Radius
18" to 21" Inside Radius
(G, M, C, P, S)

WISDOM
5 x 9 1/4
(G, M, C, S)

WESTON
6 1/8 x 8 5/8
(G, M, C, P, S)

VENEZIA
2 1/2 x 8 3/8
(G, M, C, P, J, Q, S)

TURIN
2 1/8 x 6 3/8
(G, M, C, P, J, Q, S)

STROMBOLI
4 1/4 x 8 3/8
(G, M, C, P, J, Q, S)

HARMONY
4 1/4 x 8 3/8
(G, M, C, P, S)

POSITANO
1 1/2 x 6 3/8
(G, M, C, P, J, S)

VENEZIA
2 1/2 x 8 3/8
(G, M, C, P, J, Q, S)
LINERS
Motifs that stand the test of time, inspired by artists from Fabergé to Michelangelo.
Shown in Silver.

SARDINIA
1/2 x 6 3/8
(G, M, C, P, J, S)

ASSISI
1/2 x 6 1/2
(G, M, C, P, J, Q, S)

MAGIC
1/2 x 6 3/8
(G, M, C, P, J, S)

PEACE
1/2 x 6 3/8
(G, M, C, P, J, S)

BENTON
1/2 x 6 1/2
(G, M, C, P, J, S)

HADLEY
1/2 x 6 3/8
(G, M, C, P, J, S)

LOMBARD
1/2 x 6 3/8
(G, M, C, P, S)

PALERMO
1 1/8 x 6 3/8
(G, M, C, P, J*, Q, S)

CORTONA
1 x 6 3/4
(G, M, C, P, J*, Q, S)

JOY
1/2 x 6 3/8
(G, M, C, P, J, S)

LARKIN
5/8 x 8 5/8
(G, M, C, P, J, Q, S)

BYRON
1/2 x 8 5/8
(G, M, C, P, J, S)

MELVILLE
1 x 8 5/8
(G, M, C, P, J, S)

YOUR KEY TO COLOR:
Listed under each piece are letters (G, M, C, P, J**, Q, S) representing the glaze palettes that are available to pair with that piece. Each palette behaves differently on a given carving style.

Byron liner shown in Bianca. Feather mosaic is shown in Calacatta premium, Nimbus matte and Stratus matte.
Grace plaque in Gimlet jewel glaze.
Ecstasy molding and 3x8 field in Bianca matte.

DECORATIVE MOTIFS: PLAQUES

Find your focal point.

GRACE 6 PIECE SET
Shown in Azul & Luna jewel multi.
17 1/2 x 26
(G, M, C, P, J**, Q, S)

GRACE CORNERS 4 PIECE SET
Shown in Alabaster sheer glaze.
17 1/2 x 17 1/2
(G, M, C, P, J**, Q, S)

All glazes are hand applied by artisans. Variation is appreciated and expected.
DECORATIVE MOTIFS: PLAQUES  

Compassion plaque in Travertine jewel.

YOUR KEY TO COLOR:
Listed under each piece are letters (G, M, C, P, J**, Q, S) representing the glaze palettes that are available to pair with that piece. Each palette behaves differently on a given carving style.
**DECOS**

*Shown in Silver crackle.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Glaze Palettes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KENT</td>
<td>1 x 1</td>
<td>(G, M, C, P, S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORMANDY</td>
<td>1 x 1</td>
<td>(G, M, C, P, S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTEGRITY</td>
<td>3cm x 3cm</td>
<td>(G, M, C, P, J, S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PURITY</td>
<td>3cm x 3cm</td>
<td>(G, M, C, P, J, S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERGAMO</td>
<td>2 1/8 x 2 1/8</td>
<td>(G, M, C, P, J*, Q, S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PISA</td>
<td>2 1/8 x 2 1/8</td>
<td>(G, M, C, P, J, Q, S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERGAMO</td>
<td>2 1/8 x 2 1/8</td>
<td>(G, M, C, P, J*, Q, S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARNO PLANT-ON</td>
<td>2 5/8 x 2 5/8</td>
<td>(G, M, C, P, J*, Q, S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETNA PLANT-ON</td>
<td>3 1/4 x 3 1/4</td>
<td>(G, M, C, P**, J*, Q, S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PISA</td>
<td>2 1/8 x 2 1/8</td>
<td>(G, M, C, P, J, Q, S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUST</td>
<td>3 5/8 x 7</td>
<td>(G, M, C, P**, J, S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEAUTY</td>
<td>2 1/8 x 2 1/8</td>
<td>(G, M, C, P, J, S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIGURIA</td>
<td>3 1/8 x 3 1/8</td>
<td>(G, M, C, P*, J, Q, S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VERONA</td>
<td>3 1/8 x 3 1/8</td>
<td>(G, M, C, P**, J*, Q, S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENOA</td>
<td>4 1/4 x 4 1/4</td>
<td>(G, M, C, P*, J*, Q, S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASSION</td>
<td>4 1/4 x 4 1/4</td>
<td>(G, M, C, P**, J*, Q, S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAZIO</td>
<td>4 1/4 x 4 1/4</td>
<td>(G, M, C, P, J**, Q, S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUST</td>
<td>3 5/8 x 7</td>
<td>(G, M, C, P**, J, S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENOA</td>
<td>4 1/4 x 4 1/4</td>
<td>(G, M, C, P*, J*, Q, S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASSION</td>
<td>4 1/4 x 4 1/4</td>
<td>(G, M, C, P**, J*, Q, S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAZIO</td>
<td>4 1/4 x 4 1/4</td>
<td>(G, M, C, P, J**, Q, S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANTO FICO</td>
<td>6 3/8 x 6 3/8</td>
<td>(G, M, C, P**, J, Q, S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**YOUR KEY TO COLOR:**

Listed under each piece are letters (G, M, C, P, J**, Q, S) representing the different glaze palettes that are available to pair with that piece. Each palette behaves differently on a given carving style.

---

47 All glazes are hand applied by artisans. Variation is appreciated and expected.
BORDERS
Motifs that stand the test of time, inspired by artists from Fabergé to Michelangelo. Shown in Silver crackle.
Anticipation deco field and 2x6 field in Alabaster sheer.

Featured: **ANTICIPATION DECO FIELD**

Available glazes: glosses, mattes, crackles, precocious, jewels, quartz and sheer glazes.

Tip: Create a subtle look with a matte or a neutral crackle, or build a bold wallpaper statement with saturated color. To see more textured field info and inspiration, visit encoreceramics.com/textured-and-deco-field/

--

Anticipation: Silver crackle
Available in glosses, mattes, crackles, precocious, jewels, quartz and sheers.

Anticipation: Blues multi
Available in glosses, mattes, crackles, precocious, jewels, quartz and sheers.

Anticipation: Gimlet & Glacier jewel multi
Available in glosses, mattes, crackles, precocious, jewels, quartz and sheers.
TEXTURED & DECO FIELD  
*Motifs worth repeating.*

**Emerson:**
- Bianca matte
  - Available in glosses, mattes, crackles & sheers.
- Silver crackle
  - Available in glosses, mattes, crackles & sheers.
- Storm crackle
  - Available in glosses, mattes, crackles & sheers.

**Whitman:**
- Bianca matte
  - Available in glosses, mattes, crackles & sheers.
- Silver crackle
  - Available in glosses, mattes, crackles & sheers.
- Waterfall crackle
  - Available in glosses, mattes, crackles & sheers.
**Featured:** ELIOT TEXTURED FIELD

*Available glazes: glosses, mattes, crackles and sheers.*

**Tip:** Create a subtle look with a matte or a neutral crackle, or build a bold wallpaper statement with saturated color. To see more textured field info and inspiration, visit encoreceramics.com/textured-and-deco-field/

3 x 8 Eliot texture: Bianca matte.
*Available in glosses, mattes, crackles & sheers.*

3 x 8 Eliot texture: Cashmere crackle.
*Available in glosses, mattes, crackles & sheers.*

3 x 8 Eliot texture: Stream crackle.
*Available in glosses, mattes, crackles & sheers.*
TEXTURED & DECO FIELD  Motifs worth repeating.


Manarola: Bianca matte. Available in glosses, mattes, crackles, jewels, quartz and sheers.

Manarola: Gimlet and Glacier jewel multi. Available in glosses, mattes, crackles, jewels, quartz and sheers.

Manarola: Azul and Luna jewel multi. Available in glosses, mattes, crackles, jewels, quartz and sheers.


1. Applications
Our tile is vitreous and frost resistant. It is suitable for indoor and outdoor applications, areas that experience freeze/thaw conditions, water applications (baths, pools, saunas, steam rooms, fountains, and showers), fireplaces, and light traffic floors. Both residential and commercial uses are acceptable. Our social media accounts offer beautiful examples of installations for inspiration. Look for us on Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, Instagram, and Houzz.

2. Variation and Range
Our glazes are designed to reflect our hand application, which causes them to vary from batch to batch, and from tile to tile. Glaze variation is both expected and appreciated, as it is a significant part of creating a gorgeous finished installation.

   This variation is achieved in two ways:
   - All glazes are hand applied by artisans.
   - All glazes are made of natural materials, which may shift from batch to batch in intensity or hue (much like specialty stone).

To create the most beautiful looks, many of our colors contain multiple applications of different glazes. These layers then create a series of complex reactions that we call "the party in the kiln." The end result is stunning, but this complexity does make it impossible for us to control certain elements or behaviors of a single color. This is why we say to expect RANGE in your order. Glaze colors may also appear lighter or darker in different sized cavities within a design. The use of natural materials in our glazes can result in a shift in the color and behavior of each glaze over time. Additionally, reference samples may not reflect the full range to be expected in an order. Please refer to multiple samples of a glaze, as well as our range guides before finalizing your order. For high range glazes, please consider ordering a current sample of at least 2-4 pieces.

3. Lead Times
All products are made to order, and our lead times reflect this. Typically, we assign target ship dates 3 to 5 weeks out, though large orders may require more time to produce. Special Order product and glazes take longer to produce, and the lead time for orders that include them will be 5 to 9 weeks. The lead time for gradient blend orders is at least 8 weeks depending on the size of the order, which is further explained in our gradient blend section below. High demand may temporarily lengthen lead times. Call to find out our current lead times. While 98% of our orders ship on or before the target ship date, there are no guarantees in handcrafted ceramic manufacturing.

4. Returns and Cancellations
Any changes to an order must be submitted with 24 hours of receiving the original order. All revisions and cancellations must be received in writing, and there are NO CHANGES OR CANCELLATIONS after 24 hours. If an add-on order is necessary, please reference the original PO number in all paperwork. However, we discourage add-on orders due to the artisan nature of our products. Variation in glaze color between shipments must be expected. Please make sure to order enough product to finish your project, with some overage for breakage and piece preference. All orders are custom-made. Consequently, there are NO RETURNS.

5. Photo Disclaimer
We have included photographs of glaze range and finished installations to inspire you in your design process. However, printed photographs are inadequate to fully communicate the visual and tactile aspects of our products. Do not order based on photos, and always obtain current samples before placing your order.

6. Stone Disclaimer
As is standard in our industry, stone may vary in size and thickness. Stone is a natural material and varies in appearance, hue, and texture from vendor to vendor and lot to lot. We cannot guarantee a visual match for add-on orders, or in coordinating with your other vendors.

7. Gradient Disclaimer
Because of the special attention and care we put into each gradient blend order, any cancellations or order modifications must be submitted within 24 hours of receiving the original paperwork. The design process for your order begins immediately, and any alterations affect our calculations. As with all Encore orders, there are NO returns for gradient blend orders.

FAQ’S ON INSTALLATION, SEALING & MAINTENANCE

Q: Do I need to seal my tile?
A: We recommend that you seal your tile to increase the ease of installation and ongoing maintenance. SEALING IS CRITICAL FOR CRACKLE AND SHEER GLAZES to protect your tile from materials that may stain. Sealing matte glazes can also protect the finish by filling microscopic pores that may otherwise trap discoloring materials.

Q: What kind of sealant should I use?
A: We’ve found that oil-based penetrating sealants offer the best protection against stains. If your installer has another preference, don’t worry; any kind of ceramic sealant is safe to use with our product. No matter what kind of sealant you use, just make sure to follow the manufacturer’s instructions for maintenance and resealing.

Q: When should I seal my tile?
A: We recommend sealing your tile before grouting to prevent the grout from seeping into any cracks or pores in the surface of the glaze and creating a haze. We also recommend sealing after grouting to protect your grout from stains as well. Many sealants are suitable for sealing both ceramic products and grout.

Q: Do I need to reseal my tile?
A: You should always follow the sealant manufacturer's instructions for resealing and maintenance.

Q: What kind of grout should I use?
A: Grout is really a matter of personal preference because any grout will work with our product. We make our grouted sample boards with sanded grout in neutral colors because we like the aesthetic, but feel free to mix it up! There are all kinds of elements that can affect your grout selection, including cabinet and paint color, flooring, and plumbing fixtures, so you will be able to make the best decision because you have the best understanding of how the room fits together. Your installer, your designer, or your local hardware store will also have some great recommendations for grout.

Q: Are your products safe for pools?
A: Absolutely! Our tiles are vitreous, which means that they are waterproof and can withstand freeze/thaw conditions, so they are perfectly protected against any kind of weather.

Q: How do I clean my tile?
A: We recommend wiping your tile clean as needed with a non-abrasive pH-neutral soap, such as diluted dish soap. Stronger chemical cleaners won’t damage our tile, but they may eat away at the sealant or grout.

Q: Are acidic pool cleaners safe for your tile?
A: Occasional contact with acidic products should be okay. Prolonged contact with acidic materials can eat away at the tile sealant or the grout between tiles. Our product testing hasn't shown for certain that strong acid will damage our tiles, but many strong chemicals can have an effect on ceramic and stone over time. Because of that, we recommend diluting some cleaning materials like muratic acid, which is typically in line with the acid manufacturers' usage instructions. If you can find pH-neutral cleaning products that will do the job for you, we always recommend using those as often as possible.

ENCORE TILE IS IDEAL FOR:
GREEN FROM THE GROUND UP
BEFORE (AND AFTER) GREEN BECAME COOL, OUR SUSTAINABLE MANUFACTURING IS STILL MAKING WAVES.

SAVING ENERGY
Solar panels keep us on the bright side of energy use. We were at the forefront of solar business solutions, and our installation was originally one of the top ten largest in the Northwest. With 176 sharp 165 watt solar panels on our roof, we generate 35 megawatt hours annually. This saves over 70,000 lbs. of CO2 emissions every year!

SAVING WATER
Our factory is located on the Rogue River in Southern Oregon. The thriving local ecosystem has this river at its foundation, and we make sure it stays pristine. We wouldn’t dream of disposing of raw mineral waste down the drain. Our tile factory is the first we’ve ever seen to capture and distill all production waste water - without a single floor drain.

* Dramatically reduced water footprint.
Making tile is usually a water-intensive business. By designing our own clay body, glazes, and custom water recycling processes, we save almost half the water consumed in standard tile manufacturing - more than 40,000 gallons of water each year.

PUSHING PHYSICS TO THE MAX
We push physics to the max to be as green as possible. Our single-fire process saves 40% of the energy typically used to make tile. This is tough to do by any measure, but the gorgeous glazes in our collections make this an incredible feat. Our specialty kiln shelves save another 15% electricity.

CUTTING RAW WASTE COMPLETELY
Engineered efficiency, way beyond a little recycling. ALL raw waste is captured in our unusual production process. We’ve custom designed extra steps to collect all waste clay, glaze, and water, and recycle it until it leaves the building as a finished tile. And for pieces that don’t quite make the cut, our rejects are donated to local schools for at-risk youth, and Habitat for Humanity.

MORE THAN LIP SERVICE
We’re passionate about the tile we make, the way we make it, and the people who design beautiful spaces with it. We love our community, so we do everything we can to make our process as green as possible.

We hope you share in our excitement, that every space you design with our tile is:

* Creating U.S. jobs 
* Diverting waste from landfills 
* Avoiding CO2 emissions 
* Saving water 
* Protecting natural areas 
* Made in a way that is safe for the artisans that produced it

FIND US ON
PINTEREST • FACEBOOK • HOUZZ
Picket Medium, flat is shown in a blend of Alabaster sheer, Pumice sheer and Eve matte. Weston molding is in Alabaster sheer.